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Abstract 

Temporal logic is a simple extension of classical logic with temporal operators. 

When a computation is seen as a sequence of states changing over time. one can 

reason about such a sequence with temporal logic: the classical part describes the 

static aspect. the states. and the temporal operators describe the dynamic aspect. 

the relation (in time) between states. 

Temporal logic has proved to be a most versatile tool for the specification and 

verification of concurrent systems. It has been applied to a wide variety of sys

tems. such as concurrent programs. communication protocols. hardware. VLSI 

etcetera. 

Nevertheless. temporal logic is not suited on beforehand for the specification 

of two important classes of systems: message passing and real-time systems. We 

develop an extension of standard temporal logic. called real-time temporal logic. 

that enables the description of these two classes of systems and illustrate this by 

three examples. 
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1. Introduction 

Temporal logic is a simple and elegant extension of classical logic (propositional and predicate 

logic) with temporal operators for reasoning about situations changing in time. The underlying 

semantics of temporal logic makes a clear distinction between the static aspect of a situation. 

represented by a state. and the dynamic aspect. the relation (in time) between states. This dis

tinction can be found back in the syntax: a state is described by classical logic. while the temporal 

operators are used for the description of the evolution of the situation over time. In this way 

states and time need not be introduced explicitly in the logic itself. 

This picture of states and their relation in time fits well with the notion of computation as 

used in computer science. A computation can be seen as a sequeJ;)ce of states where each transition 

from one state to the next state in the sequence (each step of the computation) can be thought of 

as a tick of some computation clock. The corresponding time model is in that case the set of 

natural numbers. Temporal logic with the natural numbers as time domain is a variant of linear 

time temporal logic. This variant is especially suited for the description of computer systems 

which are seen then as generators of execution sequences. 

Since the introduction of (linear time) temporal logic in the area of program verification· 

([pD. it has proved to be a most versatile tool for the specification and verification of concurrent 

systems. In that context it can amongst others be used for 

reasoning about safety properties (e.g. partial correctness. mutual exclusion) and liveness 

properties (e.g. total correctness. fairness). 

describing systems at any level of abstraction. 

compositional reasoning: the specification of the whole system is a function of the 

specifications of its subcomponents. 

Consequently. temporal logic has numerous applications in computer science. It has been 

successfully applied as a specification and verification method for concurrent programs. communi

cation protocols. VLSI. hardware etcetera. It can furthermore be used to give axiomatic definitions 

of concurrent programming languages and Ben Moszkowski even turned his Interval Temporal 

Logic into a programming language (thereby unifying programs and specifications). 

Nevertheless. temporal logic is not suited on beforehand for the specification of two impor

tant classes of systems: message passing and real-time systems. The importance of these two 

classes is stressed by their manifold appearances in practice: 

message passing is one of the most important means of interprocess communication in dis

tributed systems. either -on a high level (e.g: in telecommuniCation applications where pro

gramming could be done in a high-level concurrent language with asynchronous message 

passing such as CHILL [CHILL)) or on a lower level (such as in implementations of syn

chronous languages for distributed computing like Ada [Ada)). 

I 
r 
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among the many real-time applications (e.g. on-line reservation systems) there are some 

highly critical systems such as computer controlled chemical plants and nuclear power sta

tions. 

Because message passing systems are so widely used and the dangers of malfunctioning real-time 

systems aft" ect most of us (think e.g. of flight control software for civil airplanes), it is of vital 

importance to develop formal techniques for reasoning about them. For message passing this 

development is actively going on for several years. For real-time. however, the situation is alarm

ing: theoretical research has almost completely ignored real-time aspects. 

In this paper we give an extension of standard temporal logic, called real-time temporal logic. 

that enables the description of both message passing and real-time systems. We illustrate this 

real-time temporal logic by three examples: a classification of pure message passing systems. a 

pure real-time system and a mixture of both. 

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we give a short summary of propositional 

tem~ral logic. Section 3 contains a description of message passing and real-time systems. Real

time temporal logic is introduced in section 4 and is illustrated in section 5 with three examples. 

2. Propositional Temporal Logic 

We first define the syntax of PTL. Propositional (Linear Time) Temporal Logic. 

Let 1 be a non-empty set. 

PTL uses a propositional language with 

Vocabulary; atomic propositions Pi (i E 1) 

propositional connectives ... , /\ 

temporal operators X. U. Y. S 

Formulas: Pi Ci E 1) 

-'/1'/1/\ 12,X/1,/ l Uf2,Y/l,fl S f2 ([1,/2 formulas). 

The operators X, U, Y. S are called respectively 'next-time', ·until". 'last-time' and 'since'. 

The semantics of PTL is as follows. A state is a mapping from 1 to {True, False I : a state indi

cates which atomic propositions are true in that state. A model is an infinite sequence of states. 

An interpretation is a pair <M. n > where M is a model and n a natural number (representing 

the present). Truth of a formula / in an interpretation <M, n > ,notati~n M, n F f ,is 

inductively defined as follows: 



M.nFP j 

M,nF-.I 

M.nF/l f\ 12 

M.npXI 

M. nF I I VI 2 

M.nFYI 

M.nF/ 1 SI2 

-
-

-

-
-

-
-

Mn (i) = True 

not M.nFI 
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M.nF/l and M.nF/2 

M.n+1FI 

there exists m ~ n such that M . m F I 2 and 

for all j such that n ~ j <m: M. j F f I 

n>O and M.n-IFI 

there exists m ~ n such that M. m F 12 and 

for all j such that m < j ~ n: M. j F f l' 

From the four temporal operators above many other temporal operators can be derived. Two 

very important temporal operators are F ('eventually') and its dual G ('henceforth'). These can 

be defined by 

FI := true VI . where true = .., (P j f\ ..,Pj ) for some i E I. 

GI := .., F .., I· 
As an example of the use of these operators we mention the combination GF ... which corresponds 

semantically with 'infinitely often'. This combination is often used for the expression of fairness 

properties. 

3. Message Passing and Real-Time Systems 

Let Messages be a non-empty set of messages. A schematic picture of a message passing 

system could be 

in (m ) out (m ) 
------~~MPS > MPS = Message Passing System 

where m E Messages and 

in (m) corresponds to the acceptance (from the environment) of message m by the MPS. and 

out em) corresponds to the delivery (to the environment) of message m by the MPS. 

The MPS can be a simple buffer or transmission medium but also a complex communication net

w~rk. in(m) and out (~ ) con~titut.e-the interf~ce with the en~ironment and out (m ) is considered 

to be the system reaction on the environment action in (m). Of course. the above picture should 

be supplemented by restrictions on the functions in and out. dependent on the particular type of 

message passing system· considered. For all types we take the following restrictions as basic 

assumptions: 
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BAl. the acceptance and delivery of messages can be viewed as instantaneous actions (in the 

sense that always a unique moment of time can be identified at which a message can be 

said to be accepted, respectively delivered), which are always possible, 

BA2. at any moment of time, at most one message can be accepted (respectively delivered), 

BA3. the MPS does not create messages by itself (in other words: the bag of delivered mes

sages is always some part of the bag of accepted messages), 

BA4. the speed of the MPS is finite, i.e. there is a positive (maybe infinite) delay between the 

acceptance of a message and its delivery. 

An example of a MPS often occurring in practice and satisfying BAI-BA4 is a transmission 

medium with a probability between zero and one of a successful transmission. 

Besides the basic assumptions above message passing systems can be distinguished further by 

properties such as 

- reliability properties 

• perfect: all accepted messages are (eventually) delivered 

• . imperfect: messages may get lost 

ordering disciplines 

• 

• 

• 

FIFO Oike a queue) 

LIFO (like a stack) 

unordered (like a bag). 

An example of an unordered MPS is a communication network in which every message is sent on 

to an arbitrary node until it reaches the destination node. 

It is difficult to list precise characteristics for real-time systems as given above for message 

passing systems. However, what is clear in any case, is that time plays a dominant role. Three 

subjects we want to mention here are: 

'promptness requirements'. e.g. every time A occurs, B must follow within 3 seconds 

'periodicity properties', e.g. A occurs regularly with a period of 3 seconds 

time models: some real-time systems control continuous physical entities, such as volume 

and temperature, and in such a case a discrete time model (like the natural numbers) is 

questionable. 
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4. Real-Time Temporal Logic (RTL) 

It can be proved (see [K)) that many message passing systems can not be specified with PTL 

(see section 2) or even its first-order extension. The essential fact here is that PTL can not distin

guish the different instances of one and the same message accepted by the MPS and hence can not 

trace back (in time) every delivered message to its unique moment of acceptance. For real-time 

systems there is a simpler reason why these can not be specified with standard temporal logic: 

PTL has only qualitative temporal operators and hence is not capable to express quantitative 

measures of time. Furthermore, the semantics of PTL is based on a discrete time model and, as 

noted at the end of the previous section, this complicates the description of specific applications in 

which continuous processes are involved. 

These remarks lead to our motivation for RTL. Real-Time Temporal Logic. RTL introduces 

quantitative temporal operators and its semantics allows dense time models also, like the rational 

and real numbers. Furthermore it is assumed for message passing systems that incoming messages 

can be uniquely identified, e.g. by means of conceptual time stamps. This makes the above men

tioned tracing of delivered messages to their moments of acceptance possible. The assumption of 

unique identification is not that restrictive as it may seem on first sight. This assumption can be 

justified by the notion of data-independence of [WJ. Informally, a system is called data

independent when the values of the supplied data do not influence the functional behaviour of the 

system. One of the results of [W] implies that the correctness of a data-independent system does 

not depend on the uniqueness of the incoming data. Since message passing systems only pass data, 

they are clearly data-independent. 

We now define RTL more formally. Consider a time domain T with a linear order < (in 

particular we think of the natural and real numbers). RTL uses a first-order language with 

quantification over: 

the data domain, e.g. Messages: \/m, 3m , 

the time domain T : \It , :l t . 

The temporal operators are U =1 and S=I for all t E T. 

The semantics of RTL is as follows. Let 1: be the set of all states. A model is a mapping 

from T to 1:. For an interpretation <M, t >, where M is a model and t E T, the temporal opera

tors are defined as follows: 

M,t'rflU=IOf2 - M,t+tol=f2 andforallt' such that t<t'<t+to: M,t''rfl 

M,t'rflS=IOf2 - M,t-to'rf2 andforallt' such that [-lo<t'<t: M,t''rfl. 

In the above definitions it is assumed that t +t 0 and t -t 0 exist in T. Whenever this is not the 

case (e.g. t -t 0 <0 for the natural numbers as time domain) the above formulas are false in 

<M,t >. 
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From these real-time operators again many derived operators can be defined amongst which 

the original U and S of PTL from section 2: 

I1 U I2 := 12 V ([11\ 3t (t>O 1\ I1U=1 12» 

f 1 S[ 2 := 12 V (f J 1\ :3 t (t > 0 1\ I J S =1 12»' 

Apart from the operators F and G as defined at the end of section 2 we also use an analogue of F 

that refers to the past instead of the future. but without including the present: 

PI := :3 t (t > 0 1\ true S =t 1 ) . 

. 5. Examples 

Our first example concerns message passing systems. Under the assumption of uniqueness of 

accepted messages which can be translated as 

G Vm ... (in em) 1\ P in em» 

we can formulate the basic assumptions BA1-BA4 from section 3 as the following set of axioms: 

BA 2 

BA 3a.4 

BA 3b 

G Vm Vm' [«(in em) 1\ in (m'» V (out (m) /\ out (m'») -t m = m'] 

G Vm [out (m) -t P in (m)] 

G Vm ... (out (m) /\ P out (m ». 

There is no need to specify BAl because this is already fulfilled by the nature of the formaliza

tion: in (m) and out (m ) can be true or false at any moment. Notice that we split BA3 (no crea

tion of messages) into the following two cases: 

BA3a no creation of altogether new messages. 

BA3b no multiplication of messages already present. 

Axiom BA 3a.4 does not cover requirement BA3b as is shown by the BA3b-illegal behaviour 

in (m) out (m) out (m ) 

I I I 

which is allowed by this axiom. Therefore we need a separate axiom BA 3b. 

Next we specify FIFO. respectively LIFO: 

FIFO G Vm Vm' [(out (m) 1\ P out (m' » -t P (in (m) /\ P in (m' »] 

LIFO GVmVm'[(out(m)/\ P outCm'»-t(P(in(m')/\ P in(m» V P(out(m')/\ ... p in(m»)]. 
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Both axioms are independent of the loss of messages, in other words of the perfectness of the 

MPS. FIFO simply says: if m comes out after m' , then m must also have come in after m'. LIFO 

distinguishes two cases when m comes out after m' : 

1. m' was put on the stack when m was already there 

2. m' was already taken from the stack before m was put on it. 

Note that FIFO and LIFO become equivalent when it is additionally assumed that the capacity of 

the message passing system to store messages is 1 (since in that case the first disjunctive clause of 

LIFO, point 1 above, is impossible). It is easy to check that the axiom for either FIFO or LIFO 

together with the assumption about the uniqueness of incoming messages imply axiom BA 3b. 

Intuitively. all the formalized properties above are safety properties. It is nice to notice that 

all axioms above use only the temporal operators G and P and hence are safety properties accord

ing to the syntactical characterization of temporal formulas into safety and liveness properties of 

[LPZ]. When we want to formalize a typical liveness property such as being perfect the 

corresponding axiom uses the liveness operator F: 

G Vm [in (m) -+ F out (m »). 

Our second example specifies a pure real-time system. a watchdog timer. A processor is mon

itored by a timer, the watchdog. The processor sets the timer with time-out period t by a signal 

enable (t ) and it should reset the timer by a reset signal each time before the timer expires. When 

the processor does not succeed in resetting the timer in time, the processor will be halted by a halt 

signal from the watchdog. At any time, the processor and the watchdog timer can be restarted by 

an initiate signal from the environment (e.g. an operator pushing a button). Once the timer is set 

with enable (t ) after an initiate signal. the time-out period remains t (and thus every subsequent 

enable (t' ) signal is ignored) until the next initiate signal. 

To identify the first enable (t ) after an initiate we define 

firstenable(t) = enable(t) /\ ( ... 3t' enable{t'»S initiate. 

The only essential thing to be specified is the generation of the halt signal. For the moment ignor

ing the possibility of an interrupting initiate Signal this can be characterized by 

G (halt - 3 t [ t > 0 /\ ... reset S = I 
(firstenable(t) V (reset /\ ... halt /\ ... Judt S firstenable(t »))). 

The explanation hereof is as follows. A halt signal may be generated if and only if the timer just 

timed out with some period t. so during that period t no reset signal occurred and at the start of 

that time-out period either the timer was set (for the first time after an initiate) or the first reset 

signal (since the timer was set) that is not followed by another reset within a period t occurred 
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(to get the first reset signal it is required that the processor has not already been halted since the 

timer was set). 

An interrupting initiate signal would restart the whole system and to incorporate this we 

have to add that during the whole period of time concerned no initiate signal occurs. This leads to 

the final and complete specification 

G(halt +-+ 3t [t>O 1\ ( .... reset 1\ .... initiate)S=r 

«firstenable(t) 1\ ""initiate) V (reset 1\ .... halt 1\ .... initiate 1\ 

(..,halt 1\ ..,initiate) S (firstenable(t) 1\ .... initiate »))]). 

Our third example is a mixture of message passing and real-time. It concerns a simplified 

terminal adaptor. On one side bytes are received from a data link operating on 512 bytes/second. 

On the other side bytes are transmitted to a terminal with a rate of 300 bytes/second. The adap

tor has a buffering capacity of N 1 bytes and it prevents buffer overflow through sending stop and 

start signals to the data link as soon as the buffer becomes more than 80% full. respectively more 

than 80% empty. It is assumed that after the sending of a stop signal at most N 2 bytes are sent 

by the data link (of course N 2 should be less than one fifth of N 1)' The data link may resume 

sending bytes only after it has received a start signal. 

Let in (b) denote the reception of byte b from the data link and out (b) the transmission of 

byte b to the terminal. Since the terminal adaptor operates as a perfect FIFO message passing sys

tem (with additional real-time restrictions). we assume uniqueness of incoming bytes 

G Vb .... (in (b) 1\ P in (b » 
and hence can use the axioms for message passing systems. in particular BA 2. BA 3a.4 . FIFO and 

perfect: 

1. G Vb Vb' [«in (b) 1\ in(b')) V (DUt(b) 1\ DUt(b'»)) --+ b=b'] 

2. G V b [out (b) --+ P in (b )] 

3. G V b V b' [(out (b) 1\ P outCb'» --+ P (in (b) 1\ P in (b' »] 

4. G V b [in (b ) --+ F out (b )] 

As already remarked, requirement BA3b follows from the uniqueness of incoming messages 

together with FIFO. 

For the real-time part we need some more derived real-time operators: 

F=rof trueU=rof 

11S>I0/2 3t (t>t o 1\ IIS=, 12)' 

Similarly one can define F <10 etcetera. Furthermore we need a temporal operator like P. but 

including the present: 
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Pf := f V Pf· 

Using P we can express that byte b is at the moment contained in the buffer of the terminal adap

tor: 

bufferedCb ) == P in (b) A. .., Pout (b ). 

Just to illustrate the specification method we assume that the reception from the data link is 

regular. with period 1/512. while the transmission to the terminal is irregular. but whenever a 

byte is available a transmission takes place within 1/300. The latter can be specified by 

5. G [(3b bujJered(b» ..... F <1/300 3 b' out (b')]. 

The specification of the regularity at the other side is complicated by the presence of the stop and 

start signals. But whenever these signals do not interfere in the period of 11512. the reception is 

regular. This can be specified by 

6. G V b [(in (b) A. .., F < 1/512 start A. .., F = 11512 «.., start) S stop» ..... 

(.., 3 b' in (b' » U = 11512 3 b' in (b' )]. 

After the data link received the start signal. the sending of bytes can resume at any time. But 

after a stop signal has been sent by the terminal adaptor, the sending of bytes remains regular. 

although at most N 2 bytes may be sent. This regularity is guaranteed by also demanding a 'back

ward periodicity' of the input since the reception of the first byte after a start signal: 

7. G Vb [in(b) ..... «( .. 3b' in(b'»S=11512 3b' in(b'» V « .. 3b' in(b'))S start))]. 

The following axiom specifies that at most N 2 bytes may be received after a stop signal: 

8. G [( (.., start) S > N 2 1512 stop) ..... .., 3 b in (b )]. 

Finally. we have to specify the generation of the stop and start signals. For simplicity we 

assume that N 1 is divisible by 5 and we define the following abbreviations to indicate the situa

tions where the buffer is more than 80% full. respectively more than 80% empty: 

A. 1\ 
i= 1 

buffered(bi)l. 



almost empty == 

IN "5 I 
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A. .. <3 b I ... :3 b I [ _ Ib ¢. b 
-N I.}- I J 
5 I i < j 

1 
SNI 

A. bufjered(b;)J. 
i=1 

Note that for each value of the constant N I these abbreviations can be written out to fixed length 

formulas. What remains is to expreSs that the stop and start signals should be generated the first 

moment that the buffer becomes (again) almost full. respectively almost empty. In general. the 

first moment that a formula I becomes true after having been false before can be expressed for 

dense time domains by the formula 

I 1\ (PI -+ (.., I ) S I ) 
-where S does not include the present: 

lIS 12:= :3t (t>O 1\ IIS=r 12). 

When one also wants to cover the case of discrete time models. the possibility of I being true the 

previous moment should be excluded. So. define the operator I as 

II := I 1\ (PI -+ (..,«..,true) S I) 1\ ("'1) S I))· 

Using this operator our last two axioms are: 

9. G [I almost lull ........ stop] 

10. G [I almost empty - start J. 

In fact. as can be seen from these last two axioms. the stop and start signals are not essentially 

needed and hence the terminal adaptor can be specified in a more abstract way only in terms of in 

and out. This can simply be done by substituting the equivalences of axioms 9 and 10 in the 

appropriate places of axioms 6. 7 and 8. 
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